1.1 - Application Database Name
Please insert the value between quotes.
"airlinedb"

1.2 - Database Management System Name
Please insert the value between quotes.
"derby"

1.3 - Database Connection Driver Name
Please insert the value between quotes.
"org.apache.derby.jdbc.EmbeddedDriver"

1.4 - Database Connection Protocol
Please insert the value between quotes.
"jdbc:derby:"

2.1 - Connection Opening Joinpoints
Please insert the method name in "package.Class.method" format.

2.2 - Connection Closing Joinpoints
Please insert the method name in "package.Class.method" format.
[baseapp.Airplane.takeoff,baseapp.Airport.closing,baseapp.Luggage.retrieve...]

3.1 - Classes that Represent Persistent Objects
Please insert the method name in "package.Class.method" format.